ABSTRACT. The goal of this paper is to extend the main theorems on approximation properties of the topological space of orderings from formally real fields to skew fields with an involution *. To accomplish this, the concept of *-semiordering is developed and new theorems are obtained for lifting *-orderings from the residue class field of a real valuation.
Introduction
and notation. Let (D,*) be a "-field; that is, a skew field D with an involution * (an anti-automorphism of order 2). The concept of an ordering for (D,*) was first suggested by Reinhold Baer; a Baer ordering is a subset P of the symmetric elements S(D) = {d E D ] d* = d) satisfying P + P C P; 1 E P; dPd* C P for any d E Dx, the nonzero elements oi D; PU-P = S(D)X; and PC\-P = fd. Due to a dearth of examples and the weakness of this definition, there are many unanswered questions regarding Baer orderings. In this paper, our main interest will be in a stronger notion corresponding to the usual definition of ordering on a commutative field. We need some notion of closure under multiplication. The first proposal was that of a "strong ordering" by Holland [H2] . A very closely related alternative is a "Jordan ordering" proposed by Idris in [I] . A theory for lifting these, as well as the more general Baer orderings, is developed in [Cr] . In this paper we take the liberty of changing the terminology a little in order to create a more coherent connection with the commutative theory. Definition l.l ("Jordan ordering" of [I] ). A *-ordering of (D,*) is a Baer ordering P which also satisfies the condition that xy + yx E P whenever x,yE P. DEFINITION 1.2 ("STRONG ORDERING" OF [H2] ). An extended * -ordering of (D,*) is a '-closed subset P of D satisfying P + P C P; 1 e P; dPd* C P for any d E Dx; P U -P D S(D)X; P n -P = 0; and P ■ P C P.
It is shown in [I] that if P is an extended '-ordering, then PnS(D) is a '-ordering, and any '-ordering P is contained in a unique maximal extended '-ordering which we shall denote by Pe. We shall usually find it more convenient to work with *-orderings. Note that either of these concepts gives the usual notion of ordering on a commutative field with * = identity. Just as in the commutative case, the set Xd of all '-orderings of D can be topologized (see §4 for details). One can then ask when subsets of Xd can be separated by an element d E D (i.e. d is positive on one subset, negative on the other). This question was first raised in [KRW] and [EL] . Since then, many authors have written about the "strong approximation property" (SAP), which states that any two closed sets can be so separated. The main purpose of this paper is to generalize to '-fields the characterizations given in [Pl, Theorem 9 .1] (see Theorem 4.1). The most important conditions equivalent to SAP are (1) the valuation theoretic characterization:
for every real valuation v, we have |5(r")/2r"| < 2, and if equal to 2, then |A£>"| = 1; and (2) every '-semiordering is a '-ordering. Superficially, these characterizations appear almost the same as their commutative (with *=identity) counterparts.
However, the terms "real valuation" and '"-semiordering" must be very carefully defined to make it work (see §2). In particular, the concept of Baer ordering is too weak a generalization of the commutative notion of semiordering. Most of the work of this paper is new for '-orderings of commutative fields (with * ^ identity) as well as for skew fields. Some work on the commutative case can be found in [K] , though the emphasis there is on commutative rings.
§3 of this paper extends the lifting theorems of [Cr] to '-semiorderings and develops a new lifting theorem for '-orderings with apparently weaker hypotheses than those found in [Cr] .
For any subset C of D, we shall write 5(C) for the set of symmetric elements in C, i.e. S(C) = {c E C | c* = c}. We write Cx for the set of nonzero elements in C, and we write US(D) for the set of all nonzero products of symmetric elements oiD.
We shall write [a, b] for the commutator aba~1b~~1 and [A, B] for the subgroup of the multiplicative group Dx generated by {[a, 6] | a E A, b E B}, where A,B Q Dx. We refer to elements of the form dd* as norms. Definition 1.3. We write E = E(D) for the set of all sums of products of norms and elements of [DX,US(D)].
The sets E and 5(E) play the role here that sums of squares do in the ArtinSchreier theory of orderings. For example, Holland [H2] has shown that D has a '-ordering iff 0 ^ E(D) and that the intersection of all '-orderings of D is 5(E).
Let v be a valuation on D in the sense of [S] . We denote the valuation ring, its maximal ideal, its group of units, residue class (skew) field and value group by Av,mv, Uv, Dv and r", respectively.
For an element d E D with v(d) = 0, we shall write d for the image of d in Dv. Our valuations will generally be required to be '-valuations as defined in [HI] , which is to say v(d) = v(d*) for d E Dx. It is easily seen that this forces Fv to be abelian, so we shall write our valuations additively. We write 5(r") for the subset {7 € Tv ] v(d) = 7 for some d E S(D)}. A '-valuation is said to be compatible with an ordering P (of any type) if whenever 0 < a < b with respect to P, then v(a) > v(b).
We state the following result from [Cr] since it will be used so often here. (ii) v is compatible with a * -ordering. (b) When the conclusion of (a) holds, the set S(TV) is a subgroup ofTv.
Given a Baer ordering P, there is one particular "valuation" in which we shall be particularly interested. This is the one obtained by looking at the archimedean classes in D determined by P. Let A = {d E D ] 0 < dd* < n for some integer n}. Holland [HI, Theorem 4.3] has shown that A is a '-closed local subring of D with residue (skew) field isomorphic to a subfield of R, C or H (the real quaternions) with P inducing a Baer ordering contained in R+ on the residue field. Since the residue field is a subfield of H, we have S(DV) C Z(DV), the center of Dv. By [Pl, Theorem 1.20] , this induced Baer ordering, being archimedean, is actually closed under multiplication, hence is a '-ordering of the residue field. A "valuation" can be defined corresponding to A which Holland calls the order valuation. It is, generally, a valuation only in a more general sense than that of [S] . However it is a '-valuation if P is a '-ordering [H2, I] . Much of §2 of this paper is devoted to showing that v is a '-valuation under the less restrictive hypothesis that P is a '-semiordering as defined in §2.
2.*-semiorderings.
One has some choice in how to extend the definition of (formally) real valuation to skew fields with involution. For our purposes, the following definition will work best. Its proof requires the main lifting theorem of the next section. We state and prove it out of order since it motivates the definition and will not be used henceforth. PROOF. Assume that v is real. Since 0 ^ T,(DV), the '-field Dv has a '-ordering [H2, Theorem 3.9] . This '-ordering lifts to D by Theorem 3.4 to a '-ordering P compatible with v, and thus half of (b) is proved. Now any element d E E(Z>) n Uv is a sum of products of norms and commutators, so each summand lies in Pe. By [Cr, Lemma 2.4(a) ], the value of d is the minimum of the values of the summands, so each summand lies in Av. Since v is real, the image in Dv of each summand not in m" is a product of norms in Dv and elements of E (£>"), hence lies in E(Z?"). It follows that d E E(£>"), proving (a). px + x*pEP whenever pE P, x E E(D).
The set of all '-semiorderings of (D,*) will be denoted by FAEvery '-ordering is a '-semiordering [H2, Theorem 3.4(3) ]. Every Baer ordering of a commutative field is a '-semiordering since E = 5(E) is the set of sums of norms and for x = tt*, the element px + x'p = 2tpt* lies in the Baer ordering.
LEMMA 2.5. Let P be a * -semiordering and let B = {^2,ptdi ] pi E P, di E E}. Then 5(B) C P.
Note that E({sJ) C S(D), E(l) = 5(E) and E(P) = P for any '-semiordering P.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let {s,} C S(D) such that 0 £ E({s,}).
Then there exists a *-semiordering P containing either E({sj}) or E({-Sj}).
PROOF. Assume 0 e E({st}) -I-5(E). Then we claim that 0 £ E({-s,}) + 5(E).
Say 0 = ^SiXi + x'si + s for some x, E Eu{0}, s E 5(E), and also 0 = -]T)si2/i + y*st + t for some j/j E E U {0}, t E 5(E). Then Thus 0 = J2diSi + Sid* E E({s,}), a contradiction.
So without loss of generality we may assume that 0 ^ E({si}) + 5(E). Let P be a maximal subset of 5(D)X such that P 2 E({st}) + 5(E), P + PCP, dPd* C P (d E Dx), Pn -P = 0 and (5*) holds. If P is not a '-semiordering, then there must be some element s E 5(D)x with s ^ ±P. The maximality of P implies that we can write 0 = Y2 Xisx* +sd + d*s + p, where xt E Dx, p E P, d E E.
Then sq = -p, where
and sos= -pq~l S 5(D) n -P ■ E C -P by Lemma 2.5, a contradiction of the choice of s.
LEMMA 2.7. Let P be a * -semiordering of (D,*).
(a) IfsES(D)x andpEP, then s~1ps +sps'1 EP.
(b) IfxE TIS(D), then x2 + x*2 E P.
PROOF. For (a) we have sps E P and s~2 E 5(E), so s'^^ps+sps-1 = s~2(sps) + (sps)s~2 E P. For (b), we have xx
so xx*-1 + x~xx* E 5(E) C P. Thus x2 + x*2 = x(xx*~1 + x-V)x* E P. PROOF. Given Si E S(D)X withv(si) = 7i, we obtain ^(siSj 1+s^"1si) = 71-72
by Proposition 2.8.
At this point we wish to fix some notation for the remainder of this section. We consider a fixed '-semiordering P and its order valuation v. We write A for the '-subring of finite elements (with respect to Q), m = {d E D ] dd* < q for all positive q E Q} for its maximal ideal of infinitesimal elements and U for the group of units of A. Our goal is to show that v is a real '-valuation. Then we will know that A is a '-valuation ring and the set of values form an abelian group T [HI, 4.6 PROOF, (a) Since x = (x + x*)/2 + (x -x*)/2, with both terms in m, the first term symmetric and the second term skew, it suffices to consider these two cases. First assume x = x*. Since x E m, we have x < q for all q E Q+. But then Lemma 2.7(a) implies that 2q -(sxs"1 + s~1xs) = s(q -x)s_1 + s~x(q -x)s E P for all q > 0, so we have sxs-1 + s~xxs E m. Now set d = sxs-1. Then we obtain dd* + d'd = sxs~2xs + s~1xs2xs~1 = (sxs^1 + s'1xs)2 -(sx2s~1 + s~1x2s) E mn P, and thus dd*, and hence d, lie in m. Next we assume x = -x*. By the symmetric case, (sxs-1)2 = sx2s~1 E m, and hence sxs~x E m. PROOF, (a) Without loss of generality, we may assume that s E P. Since s EU, there exist qy,q2 E Q+ such that qy < s < r/2. Applying Lemma 2.7(a), we obtain qy < (dsd~l + d~lsd)/2 < q2-Since this holds for any rational bounds qi on s, we have (dsd~1 + d~xsd) = 2s (modm) y]*) E P, so s = 1. Now assume s2 ^ 1, so fc ^ 0. Since s2 = 1 + fc2 < 1, we obtain s2 < q < 1 for some q E Q+. But then q -s2 E P implies qs2 -s4 = s(q -s2)s E P, so that s4 < qs2 < q2. By induction, we obtain s2 < q2 for all positive integers n. On the other hand, set [x,y]2 = sn + kn, where s* = s", fc* = -fc". Then 0 < sn+1 = s2 4-fc2 < s2, so we obtain sn < s2 for all n by induction. Now In general, the valuation v is not compatible with P. However, we can show compatibility if v is discrete. 
PROOF. Let d E D with v(d) = 7. Then v(x) < v(dd*) < v(y). liv(x) < v(dd*),
then d-1xd-1* £ A and d~1yd~1* E A. If v(dd*) < v(y), then d-1xd-1* £ m and d~lyd~l* E m. In both cases we obtain d~1xd~1* > d~1yd~1*, and hence x > y.
When v is discrete, the value group T = Z satisfies the hypothesis of the preceding lemma, so an immediate consequence is the following: PROPOSITION 2.16. If the order valuation of a * -semiordering P is discrete, then it is compatible with P.
As with Holland's strong orderings (herein called extended '-orderings), it is also possible to develop a theory of '-semiorderings which include nonsymmetric elements. This is indicated briefly in the remainder of this section. DEFINITION 2. 17. An extended '-semiordering is a '-closed subset P C Dx satisfying P + P C P; 1 e P; dPd* C P for all d E Dx; P U -P D n5(D); P n -P = 0; and P ■ E C P.
It follows immediately from the definition that every extended '-ordering is an extended '-semiordering.
Furthermore, if P is an extended '-semiordering, then P n 5(D) is a '-semiordering. If P is a * -semiordering, then px + x*p* is contained in P whenever x E E, p E 5(D) ■ E and p + p* E P.
PROOF. Write p = sz with s e 5(D)x, z E E. We must have s E P, since otherwise, s E -P implies p + p* = sz + z*s lies in -P. Now px + x*p* = s(zx) + (zx)*s E P since zx E E. REMARK. Some '-semiorderings are not compatible with their order valuations, or indeed, with any real '-valuation. This happens even with D commutative and * = identity as shown in [Pl, Theorem 7.17 ].
3. Lifting theorems.
In §4 we make extensive use of theorems for lifting orderings from the residue '-field Dv. In general, this requires the existence of a collection of automorphisms of Dv [HI, Cr] . When the valuation collapses [5(D)X, 5(D)X], these automorphisms can all be chosen to be the identity and the theory becomes much simpler [Cr, Theorem 2.3] . In this section we shall first present simplified versions of the lifting theorems proved in [Cr] , but applied to '-semiorderings, and then prove a new theorem for real '-valuations which will also be needed later. We shall call a mapping s defined as above a semisection. (7)
s(7_) E P for allj E S(T) and
(ii) for any b E S(DV)X, b E jpp(t") *> for each lifting 7 0/7, there exists a E P with v(a) = 7 andb = as (7)-1ap(7).
PROOF. In [Cr, Lemma 3.1] this is proved for Baer orderings. The only additional thing to check is that pp(i) is a '-semiordering when P is. Let p e pp(l) and x E E(D) with v(x) = 0. Then there exists a E P with v(a) = 7 and p = as (7)-1 op (7). Now ax + x'a E P, so px + x*p = as(7)-1f/p (7)x + x*as(7)-10p (7) = axs(7)-1<7p(7) + x* as (7)-1fjp (7) = (ax + x*a)s(7)-1<Tp(7") lies in pp(t"). PROOF. From [Cr, Lemma 3.2] , we have everything except that the Baer ordering P is a '-semiordering.
Let a E P and x E E(D). Note that v(ax + x*a) = i>(ax)+v(l + x-1a-1x*a) = v(ax) since v collapses [5(D)X,5(D)X], and hence also [S(D)X,DX]. Writing 7 for v(a), we have as(7)-1<r(7) 6 p(i) and xs(v(x))-1 E E(D"), the latter using the fact that v(x) is even, so s(v(x)) is a norm. Thus p(^) contains as(l)~l°~{l) xs(v(x))~1 + s(v(x))~1x* as(7)-1cr (7) = (ax + x*a)s(7)-1s(t>(x))-1fj(7).
Property
(2) of the mapping s implies that if we replace s(^)~1s(v(x))~1 by s(w(ax))-1, we remain in the '-semiordering p(i). Thus ax + x*a E P. REMARK. Using the concept of extended '-semiordering, and in particular the extension Pe of Proposition 2.18, condition (ii) in Proposition 3.1 can be restated to appear very similar to the commutative theory [Pl, Lemma 7.5]: (ii) for b E S(D) nUv,bEpP(7)& 6s(7)aP(7) € Pe.
Our next theorem shows that for real '-valuations, we can lift '-orderings without the "smoothness" conditions of [Cr] or the strong commutator conditions of the previous theorem. (1) Let P E Yd-Then P = {a E Dx ] a E P, v(a) = 0} lies in YDv and fj(7)s(7) E P for all 7 E S(T) defines a function a: S(T)/2T -► {±1}.
(2) LetPEXDv and(TErIom(S(T)/2T, {±1}). Then P = {aE S(D) I as(t;(a))-1r7(uta7) E T} lies in XD.
(3) The processes of (1) and (2) give a bijective correspondence between XD and AD" x Hom(5(r)/2r, {±1}).
PROOF. (1) The properties of the mapping s guarantee that a is well defined. The axioms for a Baer ordering and the fact (for (3)) that P E XDv when P E XD can be easily checked. (2) It is easily seen that P n -P = 0 and P U -P = S(D)X. Let a E P and bs(v(a))~1 E m, so we obtain a ± b E P. This gives closure under addition and compatibility of P with v since 0 < a < b implies a -b^P, hence v(b) < v(a). To check the multiplicative property, let ai,a2 E P, so ais(v(ai))~1a(v(at)) E P for i = 1,2.
Modulo E(Dt,), this gives
and _ a2axs(t;(ai))-1s(t;(a2))-1tr(t;(ai))<7(t;(a2)) in P . Adding these and using property (2) of the mapping s and the fact that a is a homomorphism, we obtain (aia2 + a2ai)s(u(aia2))-1cr(t;(a1a2)) € P , which shows that ay02 + 02ay E P. Finally, we must check that the processes in (1) and (2) are inverse to each other.
Let P E XD with P and a defined by (1) and Q E Xq obtained via (2) from (P, a).
Let a E Q. Then as(v(a))~la(v(a)) E P by (2) and thus, by (1), we obtain an E P and the second term has larger value than the first. It follows by compatibility that a E Pe n 5(D) = P.
Conversely, it is easily checked that the other composition also gives the identity (cf. [Cr, Theorem 3.4; P, Theorem 7.8] ).
4. Spaces of orderings. Let (D,*) be a '-field. As in the previous sections, we use Xq (resp. Yq) to denote the set of all '-orderings (resp. Baer orderings) of D. The '-semiorderings YD form a special subclass of Yq containing Xd-As in the commutative case with * = identity, we can topologize these sets to make them into Boolean spaces (compact, Hausdorff and totally disconnected). A straightforward modification of the standard arguments (cf. [Pl, Theorem 6.5] ) shows that Yd is compact with Xd and YD closed subspaces, hence also compact with the induced topology. Henceforth, the notation ^ and H(d) will refer to the space Xq , which will be the only one of these three spaces in which we will be working.
Among the most studied properties of Ap for a commutative formally real field F are the approximation properties, beginning with the work in [KRW and EL] . DEFINITION. A '-field D is said to satisfy the strong approximation property (SAP) if XD / 0 and any two disjoint closed subsets A and B of Xq can be separated by an element d € S(D); that is, d E P for all P E A and -d E P for all PEB.
As in the commutative case, it is easy to see that the strong approximation property is equivalent to either of the following two conditions (see, for example, [Pl, Proposition 6.6 This can easily be shown to be equivalent to %S being a basis for the topology [Pl, Proposition 6.6 ]. Many characterizations have been given for the (commutative) fields which satisfy SAP. Many of the most important characterizations can be found in [Pl, Theorem 9.1] , and it is basically that result which we shall now generalize to '-fields using the machinery set up in the previous sections. (d)=>(e). Let P be a '-semiordering. Its order valuation v is a real '-valuation by Theorems 2.13-2.14. Since |5(r)/2r| < 2, the mapping a defined as in Theorem 3.4(1) is necessarily a homomorphism. The induced P on Dv is a '-ordering since it is archimedean.
this means p has the form x2 + c with c > 0 in R. We extend * to D as in [Cr, Example 5.1] ; that is, (^2akXk)* = J2( -l)kak* xk, where a " indicates that a (*r) should be conjugated r times; thus a equals a if r is even and equals a* if r is odd. In particular, x = -x* is a skew element.
All of the valuation rings above are in fact '-valuation rings (i.e. d*d_1 is in the ring for each d E Dx). The residue '-field is isomorphic to either D0 (when localized at (x) or (x-1)) or, when localized at p, either C or H (the standard quaternion algebra over R) when Dq = R or C, respectively. Each of these residue fields has a unique '-ordering. The value groups are all infinite cyclic and 5(r) = 2r, so the valuation-theoretic condition of the theorem holds.
(iv) When Do = H, the construction for A above does not work. We consider instead A = H [x] , where x is a central indeterminate.
In this case, the valuation rings in D containing R are Aix), AT.1.,, and A(p) where p G R[x], the center of A, and, being irreducible in A, is linear. If we define * to extend the usual conjugation on D0 by x* = x, then S(D) = R(x) and one easily checks that the '-orderings of D are in bijective correspondence with the usual orderings of R(x) via restriction. In particular, D is SAP since R(x) is [EL, Pl] . On the other hand, if we define the involution via x* = -x as in (iii), then ix, jx E 5(D) with [ix,jx] = -1 so there are no '-orderings.
